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CORE Provisioner:
Robust, Intuitive & Affordable for Cable Operators

REQUIREMENTS
SERVER SPECIFICATIONS
4GB of RAM or more
2 Ethernet ports (100/1000 Mbps)
Serial port (RS-232 COM)
Dual Core Processor or better
OPERATING SYSTEMS
Windows XP, 7, 8, 8.1
Server 2003, 2008, 2012
(32-bit and 64-bit compatible)
CMTS COMPATIBILITY
DOCSIS & EURODOCSIS
1.0 to 3.0 is supported, including:
Cisco uBR7111, uBR7114,
uBR7246VXR, uBR10012
ARRIS CMTS1000/ 1100/ 1500
and Cadant C3, C4c, C4
Motorola BSR-1000, BSR-2000,
BSR-64000
CASA C1G, C2200, C3200,
C10G, C100G

CORE Provisioner is a part of the DOXcontrol suite of
DOCSIS software developed by Cablesight. It is a complete,
integrated software solution that allows cable operators to
administer and provision both cable modems and customer
premise equipment in their DOCSIS broadband networks.
DOXcontrol CORE’s graphical user interface (GUI) is easy
to learn and use. Its intuitive, Windows-based design allows
for quick and efficient management of the CMTS and
CM/CPE networks. It has been developed entirely in-house
and does not rely on any third-party applications, software
components, plugins or scripts.
DOXcontrol CORE includes integrated DHCP/ TFTP/ TOD
servers. The provisioner database is user-definable and
existing customer information is easily importable.
DOXcontrol CORE can also synchronize into existing billing
software and supports database engines such as MySQL
and Microsoft SQL Server. Several affordable licensing
plans are available to meet different system sizes and
budgets. All DOCSIS levels are supported.

The DOXcontrol suite includes several software
applications such as ModemPad (modem config file editor),
MIB Browser (file viewer) and an RF monitoring system that
is presently under development. We are committed to
continuous improvement and are guided by the changing
needs of cable operators worldwide.
In addition to software, we offer turnkey solutions including
CMTS systems, cable modems and DOCSIS network/RF
engineering support.

Terayon BW3200, BW3500
Bigband (ADC) Cuda Series
Pico Digital MiniCMTS200a
Any CMTS with is compatible
with DOCSIS or EURODOCSIS
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CORE Provisioner Screenshots

The Status tabs displays a network summary of the DOCSIS network and server statistics.

The Clients tab shows a summary of all cable modems, their status & technical details.

CORE Provisioner Screenshots

The Services tab allows for easy creation, importation/exportation of modem config files.

The user-definable Provisioner tab displays the modem customers and their locations.

CORE Provisioner Screenshots

The Settings tabs allow for easy setup of CORE provisioner, including subnets & ranges.

DOXcontrol CORE Provisioner, while robust and compatible with
all major CMTS systems, is surprisingly easy to use and intuitive.
Save instantly by switching from overpriced and complicated 3rd
party provisioning providers and taking control of your own
DOCSIS networks. We can provide as much assistance or
support as needed to ensure a smooth transition.
Part Numbers
DOXCORE-Elite
DOXCORE-Standard
DOXCORE-Basic

Contact us today for an interactive demonstration or to discuss
how DOXcontrol can make your provisioning easier and less
expensive. We provide the tools so operators can control their
own networks easily, freeing up valuable time to focus on building
their subscriber base and growing their revenue streams.
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